


T       ,   ,    he ocean is crashing up on rocks splashing onto shores and lapping up against
    .            . beaches all around the world Its waters can be shallow enough to wade in or miles deep

        .Its temperature can be bathwater warm or freezing cold

          :  , , ,What we think of as the ocean is actually five different oceans the Pacific Atlantic Indian
,  .         .       Arctic and Southern But they make up one big body of water If you put your finger on a
,     “ ”        .globe you could make it swim through all five oceans without ever lifting it

  ?W tera from Sp cea
,     -Today the ocean covers nearly three quarters

 . ,    of Earth However when Earth formed about
   ,      .4.5 billion years ago it had no ocean at all
        No one knows for sure how the ocean came

 ,     . to be but scientists have different ideas One
         , idea is that water in the form of a gas called

vapor,        ,turned into a liquid and fell as rain
   .  eventually filling the ocean Another idea

  -    is that water filled comets and asteroids
   .  kept smashing into Earth After millions

 ,    of years the water from them
  .filled the ocean

 Super S ltya
      There is something else the ocean is

 : .      filled with salt If all the salt were taken
       out of the ocean and spread across the
,        land it would form a layer as high as

 -  .    a 40 story building That’s a whole lot
 !        of salt But how did it get there? Most of
        .the salt in the ocean comes from the land

      Rivers and streams wash away tiny amounts
     .    of salt from rocks and soil This flows into the

. ,    ocean Also water is always evaporating
   ,    . from the ocean surface leaving the salt behind

      Millions of years of these things happening
    -  .have resulted in today’s super salty ocean
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   the ocean is more

than    . just water and salt
 What else    ? is it full of

    !Turn the page to see



     ,     The ocean is full of life from huge whales to tiny
       .creatures too small to see without a microscope
       Different kinds of creatures are found in different

   .zones of the ocean

   The Sunlit Zone (    )surface to 330 feet

         .This is the brightest and warmest of all the zones
  (AL-jee)   ,   Plants and  algae can grow here and it is
      .   home to a huge variety of animals It’s the shallowest

  ,       of the zones but it is more crowded with creatures
   .than the other zones

   The Twilight Zone (    )330 feet to 3,300 feet

         .  Things get dimmer and colder as the water gets deeper
     ,     Plants and algae can’t survive here and the animals in

        . this zone are specially adapted to living in darkness
       .  Many have big eyes to help them see Some animals

  (BY-oh-loo-min-ES-ent), are bioluminescent which
       . means they can make light with their bodies They

           .may use the light to attract prey or send signals to mates

   The Midnight Zone (     )3,300 feet to 36,000 feet

,        .Brrr you wouldn’t want to visit the midnight zone
        , The temperature in this zone is close to freezing and
   - !     the water is pitch black Food is scarce and fewer

 animals live .       here Ninety percent of the water in the
    .ocean is in this zone

 tiger shark

-mahi mahi

 lantern shark

 giant squid

 angler fish
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